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About This Content

Never Split the Party is an ultra social rogue-like! You're one of four adventurers entering an epic dungeon to take down
the evil vampire known only as The Countess, who killed your parents and is now constantly bombarding you with insults.

The Fellowship Unlock permanently expands on the base game and unlocks additional classes and benefits.

Included Character Classes

The Rogue - Fast movement; Keep an eye on this one. He's for you if you are impatient and he's great at dodging.
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The Mage - Weak defense but Strong Damage. A great class if you're good at dodging.

The Ranger - Weapons have Pierce and can cut thru entire groups of enemies with ease.

The Mercenary - The Greediest of classes. Every coin found will increase your damage.

The Beastmaster - A Familiar based class where your vicious pets will deal extra damage.

The Paladin - Features a variety of Team Boost abilities that enhance the performance of every player in the room with
you.

The Lancer - A Sniper class for those who who like to take careful aim and pick off the enemies one by one.

Included Challenge Modes

Bomb Craft - All players have Shots are Bombs. You'd think this would be OP but team damage is on so it's very
tricky.

Player vs. Player - FFA Deathmatch FTW! Killing a player gives you 1 point. Killing a boss gives you 3. Don't let
them run off with your upgrades! Enemy health is halved and pickup drops are doubled for extra fun.

Epic Dungeons - All dungeons have triple the number of rooms.

Four Black Mages - A challenge from the distant land of World A.

Race Against Time - All players take damage every 3 minutes.

Full Plate - Very Slow, High Damage, High Health.
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This game brings back so many memories... while downloading, I grabbed the old original CD from it and stare at it
remembering all the joy it gave me. Quite a nice FPS with some RTS elements.

All Im writing now about the game comes from playing it as a teenager way back in the 90's: You control a hover tank, called
"The Wraith" navigating thru a 3d map, while trying to conquer bases for yourself. At said bases, you'll be able summon
buildings that will provide units for you to use in combat, such as infantry, tanks and aircrafts. While you can destroy every
single enemy without the aid of those units, missions will take way more time than they should, and in some it will be nigh
impossible to complete them, without some extra units as distraction\/fodder.

A modern game that can be used as a comparison is Tooth and Tail, as in that you control a commander (but in this game you
can actually attack) that has to build and manage resources, and can command units to aid in the battle.

. one fo the best games ever even if it doesn't look like it. I was addicted to the original, but this is of course much better. Nice
to scratch the itch I had for over 30 years. I like the classic character graphics option. I'm played with xbox controller, I think
this would be awkward with the keyboard, but keyboard die-hards probably won't mind. The campaign mode is a nice touch..
This is an interactive story purely for baseball fans. If you're not a major league fan (heh) of America's pastime, you probably
won't even understand it.

You play as a pitcher newly debuting in the major leagues; you can choose between being a prodigy (easy difficulty) or merely
typical (hard difficulty). While there are choices that determine the direction of your career, you'll be spending most of your
time on the mound, choosing which pitch from your repertoire is appropriate for the situation. It's a nice simulation, though it's
finished pretty quickly.

You can play as a male, female, or nonbinary character; this makes no difference. Any gender can date any of the game's
romanceable characters, but you shouldn't expect a romance story. The only important relationship in this game is between you
and your throwing arm.. Original gameplay. Good price. The developer is still actively updating it. Perfect game to play this
time of year! :). 10/10 would sell cards 3euro each again. It has now been two years and progress has pretty much stopped.

If this is bad news on it's own it appears this game engine is actually free yea you heard me its bloody FREE and we all
paid for it.

GITHUB URL:https:/github.com/AlwaysGeeky/Vox
It is apparently OpenSource now!!!

Looks like anyone can creatively adapt this aswell as it is licened under the GPL (General Public Licence). 4 costumes there are
2 i know rebrianne and the pride troopers
. Halloween is my fave, so I figured I would purchase this game. I must say it gave me goose bumps and the dev did a great job
with the element of sunrises with the story. The updates the dev did on the games, made it more user friendly. I definitely
recommend this game to anyone who loves to be scared.. I actually enjoyed this game somewhat. While I don't like that it's
rather snobby towards those who don't want to play on hard mode, the concept is pretty interesting, and I felt awesome
stealthing through the levels. Unfortunately, after 30 minutes playing the game, I don't actually want to keep playing. Not that
the difficulty got too hard, I just got bored of the concept.
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My 6yo got bored in 5 minutes and she likes to play with the labs robo dog.. This is a great Halloween game,and super cute
(especially the ending and the extra). Basic in every way.

0,1 hours of gameplay, 3 hours of farming cards, hmm. New platformer classic is born! This game is an addicting as it gets.
Controls are solid and difficulty is right in the ball park, wanting to try once more. Graphics are well made pixel art and it works
like a charm. And I love that the game has very cryptic and mysterious feeling. This game is a solid oldschool platformer with a
own twist. I can recommended this to anyone that likes old school platformers!. Despite being almost ten years old Crysis has
aged perfectly and still stands strong as one of the best FPS games released on PC.. -Feels horribly unfinished
-Buggy
-MUCH better boxing out there
-Blocking seems like it's based on luck, not position of hands

1\/5

This game feels like an EA game the dev released far before ready. The boxing is sub-par, the opponents are bland and boring,
hitboxes are terrible, which in a boxing game you need to have a good hitbox. Really everything in this game that you need to
have good in order to be a playable boxing game, is not good.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. very good game, love the sequals and worth paying £11!!!!. I stumbled upon this with some friends, and thought
it would be silly.
I was dead wrong; this is perhaps one of my most liked games I have in my library simply because of the plot.
It might be a bit ludicrous to believe, but this story made me realize that I was in reality a piece of crap and subsequently began
to shape up. I now live a happier life.. Great idea and cool implementation!

Flied for 20 minutes over my home area, then moved from there to my countryhouse. Flashbacks! The places are very
recognizable, despite the textures not always correct. Then remembered there is also a simple game included, which is,
suprisingly, rather nice.

The game\/instrument potential is very promising - exporting models could be a great opportunity for other games\/modes.

Please add the support for the pedestrian-like view, I'd like to walk slowly looking at the known places from a known
perspective in-game :). In my opinion this was a really enjoyable and great point and click adventure game, and I fully
recommend it to anyone that likes the genre.

Following two storylines, with Geron and Nuri's tale working as a framing device for Sadja's adventure, which is the real focus
of the story. You might get a bit more out of the game if you have played The Dark Eye: Chains of Satinav, since then you have
played out the background story between the bird catcher and his love, but I wouldn't say it is required to understand what is
happening at all.

The new character Sadja was much more interesting to me than Geron. And I greatly enjoyed each and every part with her.
Driven and ambitious, but still with a softer side that she usually kept hidden. Her character and story is a mystery that is slowly
uncovered through the journey. Geron has a simple and clear goal, that makes it easy to sympathize and understand him. Which
also means we don't have to explore his character so much to understand his actions and motivations.

The story had several turns that I didn't see coming, and I was engaged through the entire experience. Because Geron isn't the
brightest kid on the block, you might figure something out a bit before him in the story and dialogue, but not so early that you
end up facepalming. There are also a few funny moments in this otherwise slightly dark tale, some of my favorite being
dialogue between Sadja and her companion through most of her story.

The puzzles were good, and for the most part not too difficult. I got through a lot more of the game without needing a guide than
I did in Chains of Satinav. And there are a lot of magical spells to add an additional element to puzzle solving. With Geron and
Sadja gaining access to different forms of magic through their journey.
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